Abstract

This bachelory thesis is research of theme about “Construction of European identity by European Union documents”. Thesis focus with theory of constructivism on construction of European identity by European Union documents, according to studying of theme and literature research. The main aim of this thesis is to find answer on research question “How European Union constructs European identity by its documents?” Firstly, thesis defines the formalization of identity in relationship with existence of European Union and its functioning. Afterwards is illustratively described process of European integration, due to close connection with European documents. After that come defining of, and content analyses of selected documents of European Union and foregoing organisations. During content analysis were used indicators „principle/principles/values“, „identity“, „European identity“. Final part is situated as wide consideration about new facts, which describe how European Union and foregoing organisations construct European identity, and about reflexion this new facts against the selected researches. Pursuant to this consideration is definitely answered research question.